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Every system of cruelty requires its own theatre. By ‘system’ I mean an organization of 
objects, people and opportunities that is both regular and open to public view. There are 
of course many forms of cruelty that depend on secrecy, but the legitimation of systems 
of cruelty requires the transformations enabled by ritualized performance. The regime of 
economic production that, with its associated discourses, is usually called 
‘neoliberalism’, is a system of cruelty. What else to call a way of organizing social 
resources and human labour that requires of its participants continuous loyalty, 
submission to surveillance and external direction even within the deepest recesses of 
private life, yet demands of those same individuals an acceptance of the fragility and 
impermanence of the opportunities it provides? The ‘truths’ of neoliberalism, would be 
unacceptable if stated openly, even if their consequences unfold before our eyes every 
day. Those truths must therefore be translated into ritual that enacts, as ‘play’, an 
acceptable version of the values and compulsions on which that cruelty depends.1  
 
‘Reality TV’ is a theatre where just such an enactment takes place. Reality television’s 
theatre is secret only in the sense that its playful inversions obscure their links to the 
labour conditions normalized under neoliberalism. ‘Neoliberalism’ identifies a range of 
discourses that absolutely legitimates the market and delegitimates the social. This 
‘common sense’ confirms, as natural, transformations in capitalist work conditions that 
are anything but natural: the growing ‘emotional labour’ (Hochschild 1983) taken for 
granted in most work for customers; the extension of working hours into a permanent 
availability-for-work disguised as ‘flexibility’ (Bourdieu 1998: 34); and increased 
employer flexibility to terminate work opportunities with minimal regard for employees, 
creating a large multi-class ‘reserve army’ (Bourdieu 1998: 82). The growing 
individualization of the consequences of increased availability-for-work (as individuals 
adapt their wider life to changing work flows) conflicts with the social costs of that 
process (for families, education, violence). Individually there is a violent contradiction 
(Richard Sennett called this ‘the corrosion of character’ (1999)): workers are required to 
put more time and experience into work, yet the value placed on past experience is 
reduced, often to zero. There is no (for this the ‘common sense’ of neoliberalism denies) 
shared narrative that might explain these contradictions (except as necessity. Such 
contradictions, however, generate displaced narratives in the workplace itself and in the 
apparently distant site of media entertainment, which I will examine in turn. 
 
‘Passion’ and the Rituals of Economic Domination 
 
Every shift in economic organization, as E. P. Thompson pointed out, requires ‘new 
disciplines, new incentives, and a new human nature’ (Thompson 1967: 57). Thompson 
was concerned with the shift in early modern capitalism towards rationalized forms of 
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‘task organisation’. Thompson traces the emergence in early 18th century England of 
enforced time-keeping and punctuality. Gradually, the division between work time and 
leisure time (the time left over from work) became both taken-for-granted and contested. 
The move towards treating ‘time’ (employer’s time, that is) as scarce, because 
translatable into money, was of course only the first of many waves of rationalising 
labour over the next three centuries. And time still, as Thompson put it, remains ‘a place 
of the most far-reaching conflict’ (1967: 93).  
 
In the contemporary neoliberal economy workers are facing (under the guise of expanded 
‘freedom’ - the freedom to ‘keep in touch’ with work!) the last stage of the reorganisation 
of labour-time whose origins Thompson traced: not just the appropriation of the 
individual worker’s labour-time as employer’s time (so that the time required to restore 
the employee’s work-fitness must be reappropriated as ‘leisure’), but the further 
appropriation of that leisure-time once more as the employer’s (a reappropriation in the 
opposite direction). Clearly, this second appropriation expands the employer’s influence 
into time that was not originally labour-time at all: time for eating, resting, playing, 
maintaining a family. This second appropriation operates through naked exploitation or 
(more usually) through ‘gift’: the worker’s gift of her ‘free’ time in return for the 
worker’s affirmed position within the social entity of the workplace. But the gift 
exchange is unstable. 
 
Willing submission to the total appropriation of one’s living-time by an employer is 
impossible without self-denial, so its impossibility must itself be denied through the 
public expression of ‘passion’ for whatever are the goals of one’s employer. ‘Passion’ 
becomes a necessity in the neoliberal workplace because its work of denial erases 
contradictions and legitimates the extended appropriation of the worker’s time (what 
Andre Gorz called the ‘total mobilization of [the worker’s] personality’ in work).2  
 
Much contemporary work involves, as is well known, considerable emotional labour. It is 
hardly surprising that such work involves ‘acting’: as Ann-Marie Stagg, chair of the UK 
Call Centre Managers Association comments, ‘service sector employers are increasingly 
demanding that their employees deep act, work on and change their feelings to match the 
display required by the labour process’.3 The notion of ‘deep’ acting is more surprising: 
surely acting out the required emotion is enough? First, however, we have to remember 
that in many forms of service industry, such acting must be performed under the 
permanent possibility of surveillance. Work-based surveillance is used to monitor every 
aspect of performance, including the length of toilet breaks, and is certainly not designed 
specifically to monitor emotion; equally, however, surveillance is so entrenched a 
practice that it is difficult to imagine any performance required of employees without a 
surveillant audience to monitor it. That audience (the employer) wants assurance that the 
performance’s features will be reproduced beyond the (necessarily limited) moment of 
active surveillance: hence the value of ‘authenticity’ or deep acting, based on 
internalization of the performance norms of the job as ‘natural’: 
 

 . . . the conflicts over power and autonomy which always characterize working lives 
now no longer take place in the factory, call centre or office, but in the wider cultural 
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life of the country, which promotes the norms of the twenty-first century workplace. 
For example, when a human resources director gives out instructions that staff are to 
‘be themselves and be natural’ with customers, the staff’s understanding of self or 
naturalness can be drawn from a disparate range of pop psychology, television, 
magazines and friends. (Bunting 2004: 69, added emphasis) 

 
Bunting describes her time spent talking to employees of the supermarket chain Asda 
(now owned by the US supermarket giant Walmart).4 Even the spatial layout of the 
workplace (a supermarket in northern England) plays with the myths of performance. On 
the stairs leading to the entrance to the supermarket floor, Bunting reports ‘a full-length 
mirror and above it a big sign reading: “Are you ready for the Asda stage?”’ (Bunting 
2004: 102). The authenticity of performance on the supermarket ‘stage’ is assessed 
regularly, but in secret, by ‘mystery shoppers’ (recalling perhaps the ‘mystery guests’ 
beloved of television game shows). The result is a permanent monitoring in work of 
authentic performance, justified by overarching ‘values’: 
 

the ‘colleagues’, as staff are known, are exhorted to exhibit ‘miles of smiles’. ‘It’s got 
to be a real  smile’, says Smith [heard of Human Resources at Asda’s UK 
headquarters]. ‘ . . . We do have a sense that people in the Asda family live the values 
– it’s gregarious, off the wall, a bit wacky, flexible, family-minded, genuinely 
interested in people, respect for the individual, informal. That’s what makes the 
business go – we’ve gone into personality, a family and community feel.’ (Bunting 
2004: 103, added emphasis) 

 
In this quotation, we see the employer reappropriating not so much the private time of the 
employee (although Asda and Walmart are not known for generous working hours), but 
rather the values  normally associated with private time.  
 
It is possible of course for scholars to commend these shifts as a ‘humanisation’ of the 
workplace:  
 

Work  . . . is taken to provide the opportunity to ‘work’ on oneself’; to grow;  . . . to 
become more effective as a person . . . . Telephone work might be strongly 
instrumentalised, but the training manuals are replete with psychological rules and 
assertions to do with overcoming personal negativities. Lex salespeople are not simply 
working for the sale; they are also working to be/ become themselves at work (Heelas 
2002: 83, original emphasis) 

 
Heelas goes further, noting the overlap between new management and ‘New Age’ 
spirituality (2002: 89), (no irony apparently intended). This apparent transvaluation of 
work practice requires, unsurprisingly, the support of ritual, as Arlie Hochschild notes:  
 

In its engineered corporate cultures, capitalism has rediscovered communal ties and is 
using them to build its new version of capitalism. Many Amerco employees spoke 
warmly, happily and seriously of ‘belonging to the Amerco family’, and everywhere 
there were visual symbols of this belonging . . . in my interviews, I heard little about 
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festive reunions of extended families, whilst throughout the year, employees flocked 
to the many company-sponsored ritual gatherings. (Hochschild 1997: 87 quoted 
Heelas 2002: 87) 

 
It is left to a British journalist Madeleine Bunting, in her study Willing Slaves, to track the 
human costs of the increased expenditure of time, energy and emotion that this ‘new’ 
work ethic involves. The irony that such rhetoric’s growth coincides with a historical 
period when ‘most American jobs do not pay enough to support a full household’ 
(Hacker 2004: 38) is striking. If we add in relentless pressures of de-unionization, we 
must expect some of these tensions to be negotiated beyond the workplace walls. 
 
 
Reality TV: the search for authenticity-under-surveillance 
 
The growth of Reality-TV in Britain and many other countries since the early 1990s has 
involved many portrayals of the contemporary workplace, particularly service industries: 
well-known examples included Airport, Hotel, and Driving School. It is clear, however, 
that, if the contradictions of the regime of emotional labour required in many workplaces 
were given direct media scrutiny, they would become open to challenge. Not 
surprisingly, therefore, this is not what we see on television. It is to the ‘gamedoc’ sub-
genre of reality-TV (‘reality’-based play such as Big Brother, developed in France as Loft 
Story) that we must turn, if we want to understand how the irrationality of being required 
all day to ‘smile for real’ is transmuted into something plausibly positive. 
 
Let me concentrate on the key points of the Big Brother  format, indicating its links with 
the rituals of performance in the contemporary workplace.  
 
Big Brother is based around the naturalisation of surveillance ((Palmer (2002), Couldry 
(2003: chapter 6), Andrejevic (2004)). This naturalization is all the more effective for 
operating from multiple perspectives: most obviously, the jokey celebration of the power 
of surveillance (in the programme’s ironic title, the constant play with the sounds and 
images of surveillance in process), but more subtly the habit we acquire of watching 
people under surveillance, and watching for how participants maintain their authenticity 
in spite of the cameras’ presence. The fiction that, after a certain time, people ‘must’ 
reveal their underlying selves because ‘you can’t act for ever’ serves to sanction the 
continued, ever more intrusive presence of surveillance in the shower, the toilet, the love-
bed. In all this, we easily forget that through our viewing pleasures, we are directly 
legitimating surveillance itself. Mark Andrejevic (2004) has developed this point into a 
powerful critique of ‘interactivity’ more generally, and the naturalisation of consumer 
surveillance in a neoliberal economy that depends on ever more closely targeted 
marketing.  
 
The performance ‘values’ of Big Brother are striking also for their fit with the demands 
imposed by neoliberal practice on workers (not just consumers), once we ‘factor out’ the 
features intrinsic to the entertainment form.  
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First, absolute external authority : gamedoc reality TV such as Big Brother  is a space 
governed by an external authority whose validity or rationality can never be questioned. 
There have no doubt been occasions where such authority has been questioned in private 
and sometimes they have surfaced in the broadcast output. What is striking however is 
how decisively they are controlled by the media producers, drawing on the imagined 
authority of the watching audience (see below). 
 
Second, team conformity: while Big Brother  is based on competition between 
individuals, a basic rule of the competition is acceptance of compulsory team-work. 
Many of the set tasks in the Big Brother  house are team-based, and the ability to ‘get on 
with others’ is one of the criteria by which it is assumed audiences will evaluate 
participants in voting them in or out. Dissent from this required gregariousness is not 
accepted. In the third UK series of Big Brother one contestant (Sandy) was unhappy with 
this, so unhappy that he decided to go into the (shared) bedroom each evening to read a 
book (a rational use of his otherwise wasted time, you might think). He became isolated 
within the house and when voted out by audiences was mocked by the Big Brother  
compere. Dissent from the norms implied in the regulation of behaviour in the Big 
Brother  house is even less accepted. In the same UK series, another contestant (Tim) 
argued that all the participants were being compelled by the producers to perform in a 
way that was not authentic. A dialogue with the Big Brother   presenter after he was 
voted out shows how his dissent was managed: 
 

[Tim]: there were a lot of people in there who I’m convinced are not like that in their 
normal life . . .  
[presenter] [interrupting] But it’s not that it’s that, I think that generally some of them 
are quite up positive people.  . . . you can’t perform, physically you can’t do it, not for 
7 or 8 weeks, you can’t do it . . .  
[Tim]: No there were times when they didn’t and they dipped and that’s the times you 
saw them when they weren’t acting. 
[presenter]: OK, Tim . . . let’s move onto something a bit more positive . . . 
(transcription quoted from Couldry 2004: 69-70) 
 

Third, authenticity. Paradoxically, the necessity to perform (with an unseen audience in 
mind) is neutralized by the argument that in the end your ‘real’ self must come out. This 
is the ludic version of the Asda personnel manager’s insistence (already quoted) on a 
‘mile of smiles’, where every smile must nonetheless be a ‘real smile’.  
 
Fourth, being positive. The one thing that might make performance under national 
television cameras convincingly authentic – doubt, reflexive uncertainty – is excluded as 
the just quoted conversation shows. Contestants must be positive, which means banishing 
any thought of contradiction. In the same way, employees must be ‘passionate’ to ward 
off reflections about the contradictions which their performance entails.  
 
Fifth, individualization. Whatever the social dimensions of the Big Brother   house 
(including its compulsory socialization), it is as individuals that contestants are judged 
against each other. Since the norm of teamwork cannot be challenged, its falsity (in this 
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light) cannot be challenged. Ultimately you are ‘in’ or out’ of the house, your ‘exit’ 
determined by the ‘voice’ of the unseen audience (to echo Hirschman). There is no basis 
for challenging the national vote, any more than we can individually challenge a 
corporate decision to downsize; the consequences must in both cases be borne 
individually.  
 
In these various ways, the ‘as if’ of reality TV tracks with striking fidelity the dynamics 
of the neoliberal workplace: it is a place of compulsory self-staging, required team-work, 
and regulation by unquestionable external authority mediated via equally unquestionable  
norms or ‘values’, to which nonetheless the worker/player must submit in a ‘positive’, 
even ‘passionate’ embrace, while enduring, alone, the long-term consequences of the 
‘game’, if game it is.  
 
 
Concluding comment 
 
My argument has been that there is an interesting, if hidden, relation between the forms 
of reality TV and the behavioural norms of the neoliberal workplace. I have been 
suggesting, first, that the ‘common sense’ of neoliberalism is precisely common sense 
and so widely available for reproduction elsewhere, including (as in reality TV) in ludic 
forms; and, second, because it is common sense, it is fully naturalized and so difficult to 
challenge and even to identify as a version of values that in another context (the 
workplace) are far from innocent. As a result, the ‘value’ of ‘authentic performance-
under-surveillance’ is validated, ‘for free’ as it were, and without any reflexive distance. 
But this result is contingent,  not determined, nor can its wider consequences (however 
difficult to unravel and disrupt) be seen as functional necessities.  
 
I have concentrated on one type of reality TV, the gamedoc such as Big Brother. If there 
were space, we might extend the argument not only to other gamedocs (such as Survivor) 
including those which most explicitly foreground individual competition for celebrity 
such as Pop Idol, as well as those ‘reality’ shows which are more instructional in nature 
such as The Apprentice involving millionaire businessman Alan Sugar, a show adapted 
from the US which as the BBC put it ‘gives a unique insight into the competitive world 
of business’.5  
 
You might however see the connections I have made between reality TV and the 
neoliberal workplace as a healthy sign that difficult social tensions are being ‘worked 
through’6 in necessarily displaced form. This, however, ignores that it is precisely the 
absence of reflexive connection between the much-watched surface of Big Brother and 
the intensely-lived realities of the neoliberal workplace that is most notable. If, in this 
sense, reality TV is opaque (resistant to contextualization), then this too is a characteristic 
it shares with the apparently consensual regime of neoliberalism.  
[19284 spaces inc blanks + 1444 reff] 
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1 I will not discuss in this piece the definition of ‘ritual’ and its relationship to power: for detail see Couldry 
(2003). 
2 Gorz (1999) quoted Bunting (2004: 68). 
3 Quoted Bunting (2004: 71-72). 
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